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Introducing "The Billionaire President Complete Five Book Box Set" Discover Now The New

Billionaire Romance Series by Bestselling Author Caitlin Rain!Chris Skii has a huge political

ambitions, and he was a rare politician in that he was an independent. He avidly worked to

dismantle the party system, which was what probably made him so popular, particularly to the

voters. It was truly revolutionary, and the country had itâ€™s eyes on Chris Skii as a symbol of hope

and change. Stephanie was thinking to herself... â€œAre you alright?â€• he asked. His voice was full

of concern, and his eyes searched her face. â€œIâ€™m fine,â€• she answered, her words slightly

slurred. Her eyes traveled over his face, and then down his body. Her loins ached fiercely as her

eyes centered on his well- fitted pants. â€œI think youâ€™ve had too much to drink,â€• he said softly,

gently removing her drink from her hand. â€œNo, Iâ€™m okay,â€• she shook her head, though her

lack of articulation belied her words. â€œHere,â€• Chris gently held out his hand for her to take.

Stephanie eyes it speculatively as she took it. She nearly moaned as his fingers interlaced with hers

and supported her as he guided her away from the bar. Stephanie felt her heart pound as he led her

through the living room and down the hallway that she knew led to his bedroom. She felt her body

begin to shake. She tried to convince herself that it was a culmination of the alcohol and her relief

about the party going so well. Deep down, though, she knew that it was something else

entirely.Scroll Up and Get Your NEW Alpha Billionaire Romance NOW!Readers should be 18 and

over due to mature situations and language.Get This Book FREE with Kindle Unlimited!
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Great story Caitlin! Steamy and romantic not to mention likely most women's dream. I did feel

however that you could have continued on with the next events, or maybe that an idea for a whole

other series. To be continued???

So I gave this series four stars simply because it kept me wanting to know more about the

characters and the storyline.My dislikes run in sentences, the development between character's

was short and left wanting to know more. The introduction of one character was well developed but

should have been incorporated more. This would given the story more umph; also the love story

need more continuity in my opinion anyway.Overall as I said before I liked it would I recommend yes

it's a good quick read. I do like that short chapters.

I received this book for free in exchange for an honest review. Loved the series if I had one

complaint is that I would have liked to have more, didn't want the series to end. Chris and Stephanie

have a great chemistry. Chris has a twin brother named Carson that Chris has asked Stephanke to

get an appointment when he is in trouble and needs his legal help. Stephanie has to go on a date

with Carson in order to get his help for Chris. Chris is jealous of his brother and feels like his brother

always wants what is his. Stephanie finds out what Chris is being blackmailed about. When

Stephanie confronts Chris about his feelings for her or is she just a distraction until someone new

comes along. Chris confesses his feelings for Stephanie and wants to show her exactly what she

means to him.

While I liked the idea of the story, it wasn't pulled off well in this case. The editing is atrocious, to be

honest. I can handle a few mistakes, but this had what was either a typo or just a grammatical error

nearly every page it seemed like.There's also a lot of choppiness and unnecessary sentences. "I

showered and then dried my hair. I then locked the door and went to my car. Pulled out and quickly

drove to work. And then I parked." Obviously, not a direct quote, but pretty close to it.The story felt

rushed and unrealistic in the most extreme sense. I'm all for a whirlwind romance, but this is almost



like meeting a stranger in Vegas and getting married that night...

I received an ARC in exchange for an honest review. An enjoyable quick read with plenty of steamy

romance and chemistry between the characters. Appreciated that Caitlin Rain presented the story in

a boxed set.

Stephanie's desires finally come true. I must say, I didn't see Stephanie and Chris becoming

romantically inclined. At first I thought it was just Stephanie's desire or dream, had no idea that

Chris had some tricks up his sleeve. This book is fantastic! I wonder what happens next...........

I really enjoyed this quick read!! Caitlin Rain does not disappoint in this steamy collection!! I loved

the chemistry between Chris and Stephanie. The sparks early on build into a ton of sexy, hot, panty

melting fireworks!!!

Raw, intense, sexual chemistry too hot for the faint of heart, and mind boggling intrigue are just a

few words to describe this amazing story! A story line that hooks you from the very beginning and

keeps you engrossed to the very end! Characters that are real that you have no choice but to fall

deeply in love with them and their struggles! A very excellent and must read and I will be sharing

with my reading circle!
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